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1 Introduction

Our purpose in this work is to emphasize the tight connection between the
Artin-Rees lemma and the notion of the relation type of an ideal with respect
to a module. We present new proofs of some already known uniform Artin-
Rees theorems as well as a new approach to the subject.

We begin by recalling the well-known Artin-Rees lemma, which plays an
essential role in the completion process of rings and modules (see [2], [3] [17],
[18], [29], [40] for proofs, consequences and historical notes). The standard
proof will provide us with perhaps the first evidence of the above cited strong
connection between the Artin-Rees lemma and the notion of relation type,
since it involves what is nowadays called the Rees module of an ideal with
respect to a module.

Lemma 1.1 The Artin-Rees Lemma Let A be a noetherian ring, I an
ideal of A and let N ⊆ M be two finitely generated A-modules. Then there
exists an integer s ≥ 1, depending on N , M and I, such that for all n ≥ s,

InM ∩N = In−s(IsM ∩N).

Proof: LetR(I) =
⊕

n≥0 I
n be the Rees ring of the ideal I, which is noethe-

rian since A is noetherian. Let R(I;M) =
⊕

n≥0 I
nM be the Rees module

of I with respect to the module M , which is a graded finitely generated
R(I)-module since M is finitely generated. Consider the graded submodule
L =

⊕
n≥0 I

nM ∩N , which is finitely generated since R(I;M) is a noethe-
rian module. Take s as the largest degree of a set of generators. Then
Ln ⊂ In−sLs for all n ≥ s, which implies the assertion.



If we denote by E(N,M ; {I})n = InM ∩ N/I(In−1M ∩ N), then the
lemma is equivalent to stating that there exists an integer s ≥ 1, depending
on N , M and I, such that E(N,M ; {I})n = 0 for all n ≥ s + 1. A weaker
result, which follows immediately from the lemma, and which will play an
important role on the sequel, is that there exists an integer s ≥ 1, depending
on N , M and I, such that InM ∩N ⊆ In−sN .

2 A problem posed by Eisenbud and Hoschster

Eisenbud and Hochster in [7], originally motivated by a question of Wehrfritz
about the existence of a uniform index of nilpotency (Corollary 2 in [7]),
gave a new proof of Zariski’s main lemma on holomorphic functions on an
algebraic variety ([43]) by establishing what they called a “Nullstellensatz
with nilpotents”. They also remarked that a different approach to their
Theorem could be obtained by answering the following question of uniform
Artin-Rees type:

Question 2.1 Let A be an affine ring and let N ⊆M be two finitely gener-
ated A-modules. Does there exist an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all integers
n ≥ s and for all maximal ideals m of A,

mnM ∩N = mn−s(msM ∩N)?

In the same paper they already gave a negative answer to this problem
(in the non-affine case) by building a 2-dimensional regular ring A whose
maximal ideals form a countable set, say {m1,m2, . . .}, such that ∩imi is
a nonzero principal prime ideal generated by an element f , where f ∈ mi

i
for every i ≥ 1. In particular and since A is a domain, mi

(
mi−1
i ∩ (f)

)
=

mi(f) ( (f) whereas mi
i ∩ (f) = (f).

An answer to a slightly weaker version of this question was given by
O’Carroll in [19] under the hypothesis of A being an excellent ring.

Theorem 2.2 [19] Let A be an excellent ring and let N ⊆M be two finitely
generated A-modules. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all
integers n ≥ s and for all maximal ideals m of A,

mnM ∩N ⊂ mn−sN.

And the full answer to the question of Eisenbud and Hochster was given
two years later by Duncan and O’Carroll.



Theorem 2.3 [6] Let A be an excellent ring and let N ⊆M be two finitely
generated A-modules. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all
integers n ≥ s and for all maximal ideals m of A,

mnM ∩N = mn−s(msM ∩N).

Later on, O’Carroll showed the uniformity of the Artin-Rees property
for the set of principal ideals of a noetherian ring.

Theorem 2.4 [20] Let A be a noetherian ring and let N ⊆M be two finitely
generated A-modules. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all
integers n ≥ s and for all elements x of A,

xnM ∩N = xn−s(xsM ∩N).

And soon after, he noted that Theorem 2.4 allows for a quick proof of
Theorem 2.2 in the case of an affine ground ring over a perfect field (see
[21]).

3 Uniform Artin-Rees on arbitrary sets of ideals

The results of O’Carroll ([19],[20]) and Duncan and O’Carroll ([6]) gave
a complete answer to the question posed by Eisenbud and Hochster and,
in the meantime, suggested new and interesting problems undertaken by
Huneke in [11]. In order to facilitate the reading of the next results, we
introduce a notation very close to the one proposed by Huneke in [11]. Given
a noetherian ring A and two finitely generated A-modules N ⊆M , it is said
that the pair (N,M) has the strong (weak) uniform Artin-Rees property with
respect to a set of ideals W of A and with strong (weak) uniform Artin-Rees
number s, the integer s depending on N , M and W, if, for all integer n ≥ s
and for every ideal I of W, InM ∩N = In−s(IsM ∩N) (InM ∩N ⊆ In−sN).
Clearly, if s is a uniform Artin-Rees number and t is an integer such that
t ≥ s, then t is also a uniform Artin-Rees number. The minimum of the
strong (weak) uniform Artin-Rees numbers is denoted by s = s(N,M ;W)
(w = w(N,M ;W)). If every pair N ⊂ M of finitely generated A-modules
has the strong (weak) uniform Artin-Rees property with respect to W it is
said that A has the strong (weak) uniform Artin-Rees property with respect
to W. If W is the set of all ideals of A, then the phrase “with respect to W”
is deleted in these definitions and one writes s = s(N,M) (w = w(N,M)).

In [11] (Theorems 4.12 and 5.11), and with the aid of the tight closure
theory, Huneke strengthened the study of the uniform Artin-Rees properties
to the whole set of ideals of A by weakening the thesis from the strong
uniform Artin-Rees property to the weak uniform Artin-Rees property.



Theorem 3.1 [11] Let A be a noetherian ring and let N ⊂M be two finitely
generated A-modules. If A satisfies at least one of the conditions below, then
there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all integers n ≥ s and for all
ideals I of A,

InM ∩N ⊆ In−sN.

(i) A is essentially of finite type over a noetherian local ring.

(ii) A is of characteristic p and A is a finite module over Ap.

(iii) A is essentially of finite type over Z.

(iv) A is an excellent 3-dimensional domain.

And in the same paper he conjectured that excellent noetherian rings
of finite Krull dimension have the weak uniform Artin-Rees property (see
[11], Conjecture 1.3). Recently, Huneke showed a new case in which the
conjecture holds.

Theorem 3.2 [13] Let A be an excellent noetherian ring which is the homo-
morphic image of a regular ring of finite Krull dimension. Assume that for
all primes p of A, the integral closure of A/p has a resolution of singularities
obtained by blowing up an ideal. Then A has the weak uniform Artin-Rees
property.

4 The Relation Type Conjecture

But the search for uniform properties in noetherian rings has been far from
being circumscribed to the Artin-Rees properties. Uniform bounds in the
theory of test elements ([12]), uniform Briançon-Skoda theorems ([11],[12]),
uniform bounds for annihilators of local cohomology ([27]) or uniform bounds
for the relation type of parameters ideals ([12], [15], [42]) are some examples
of the great interest awakened by the subject. It is the last one which we we
want to survey now.

Before that, let us revise the definition of relation type of an ideal (see, for
instance, [14], [15], [24], [28], [32], [35], for definitions and properties). Let A
be noetherian ring and let I be an ideal of A generated by elements x1, . . . , xn
of A. Let ϕ : A[T1, . . . , Tn] → R(I) = A[It] be the natural homogenous map
which sends Ti to xit. The relation type of I, rt(I), is the largest degree
of any minimal system of generators of the kernel of ϕ. The ideal I is
said to be an ideal of linear type if rt(I) = 1 (see [8] and the references
there). An already classical result concerning ideals of linear type, proved
simultaneously by Huneke [9] and Valla [38] (see [34] for the case of modules),



is that ideals generated by d-sequences are of linear type. Regular sequences
are examples of d-sequences. It is well-known that in a Cohen-Macaulay local
ring any system of parameters forms a regular sequence, in particular, a d-
sequence. In fact, Buchsbaum local rings are the rings in which every system
of parameters is a d-sequence ([10]). Therefore, in Buchsbaum rings every
ideal generated by a system of parameters has relation type 1. Moreover, the
relation type is controlled through faithfully flat extensions and the quotient
by modules of finite length (see, e.g., [24], [25] and [42]). From this point of
view it is natural to ask the following question:

Question 4.1 Relation-Type Conjecture [12]. Let A be a complete
local equidimensional noetherian ring. Does there exist an integer s ≥ 1
such that, for every ideal I of A generated by a system of parameters, the
relation type of I is bounded above by s?

Wang in [41] first proved this conjecture for 2-dimensional noetherian
local rings. Concretely:

Theorem 4.2 [41] Let A be a 2-dimensional noetherian local ring. Then
there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for every ideal I of A generated by a
system of parameters, the relation type of I is bounded above by s.

And afterwards, he proved the conjecture for rings with finite local co-
homology (see [42]).

Theorem 4.3 [42] Let (A,m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local ring such
that H i

m(A) is finitely generated for i = 0, . . . , d − 1. Then there exist an
integer s ≥ 1 such that, for every ideal I of A generated by a system of
parameters, the relation type of I is bounded above by s.

For rings of dimension 3 or more, see the very recent work of Aberbach,
Ghezzi and Ha [1].

5 A long-time known connection

The clear connection between the Artin-Rees lemma and the notion of re-
lation type, at least for the case of ideals of linear type, appeared explicitly
in the following two results. The first one is due to Huneke ([9]) and states
that an ideal I such that its extension I + J/J on the quotient ring A/J is
generated by a d-sequence verifies a certain Artin-Rees property.

Proposition 5.1 [9] Let A be a commutative ring. If J is an ideal of A and
I is an ideal of A generated by a d-sequence modulo J , then for all integers
n ≥ 1,

In ∩ J ⊂ In−1J.



The second one is due to Herzog, Simis and Vasconcelos ([8]) and is what
they called the “Artin-Rees lemma on the nose”. There, the hypothesis was
on both ideals I and I/J .

Proposition 5.2 [8] Let A be a commutative ring. If J ⊂ I are two ideals
of A such that I and I/J are ideals of linear type, then for all integers n ≥ 1,

In ∩ J = In−1J.

Much later, and already in the context of uniform properties, Lai proved
in [15] that the Relation Type Conjecture for the quotient ring of a Buchs-
baum local ring A by an ideal J is equivalent to the strong uniform Artin-
Rees property for the pair (J,A) and with respect to the set of ideals of A
whose image in A/J is a parameter ideal. Concretely:

Theorem 5.3 [15] Let A be a Buchsbaum local ring and let J be an ideal
of A. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) The pair (J,A) has the strong uniform Artin-Rees property with respect
to the set of ideals of A whose image in A/J is a parameter ideal of
A/J and with strong uniform Artin-Rees number s.

(ii) The relation type of parameter ideals of A/J is uniformly bounded by
s.

A similar result to this was proved by Wang in [41] where a bound for
the relation type of an ideal is deduced from a strong uniform Artin-Rees
number. Concretely,

Proposition 5.4 [41] Let A be a noetherian local ring and let I be an ideal
of A generated by a regular sequence. If J is an ideal of A such that, for all
integers n ≥ s, In ∩ J = In−s(Is ∩ J), then rt(I + J/J) ≤ s.

And using this fact, he was able to prove that the strong uniform Artin-
Rees property cannot hold for the class of all ideals, even in a 3-dimensional
regular local ring, by displaying a family of ideals with unbounded relation
type in a 2-dimensional regular local ring ([41]).

Example 5.5 [41] Let k be a field and let A = k[[X,Y, Z]] be the power
series ring in three variables. Let J = (Z) be the ideal of A generated by
Z. For each integer r ≥ 1, consider the ideal Ir = (Xr, Y r, Xr−1Y + Zr) of
A, which is generated by a regular sequence. Clearly rt(Ir + J/J) ≥ r. In
particular, there does not exist an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all integers
n ≥ s and for all integers r ≥ 1,

Inr ∩ J = In−sr (Isr ∩ J).



6 The exact sequence linking AR with RT

So far we have seen that the strong uniform Artin-Rees property holds for
the set of maximal ideals and the set of principal ideals; that the weak Artin-
Rees property holds for the whole set of ideals under some conditions on the
base ring; and that Artin-Rees theory and Relation Type are two linked
subjects so that questions on uniform Artin-Rees may be translated into
questions on relation type and vice versa, for instance, the Relation Type
Conjecture or that the strong uniform Artin-Rees property does not hold
for the whole class of ideals of a ring. Our next purpose now is to deepen
on this link. In order to do that, we recall some notations and properties
beginning with the (module of effective) relations of the Rees module of an
ideal I with respect to a module M (see [25]).

If A is a commutative ring, we mean by a standard A-algebra a com-
mutative graded algebra U = ⊕n≥0Un, with U0 = A and U generated by
the elements of degree 1. Two examples of standard algebras are the Rees
algebra R(I) of an ideal I of A, which is a standard A-algebra, and the
associated graded ring G(I) of I, which is a standard A/I-algebra. Let
U+ = ⊕n>0Un be the irrelevant ideal of U . If E = ⊕n≥0En is a graded
U -module, let s(E) = min{r ≥ 1 | En = 0 for all n ≥ r + 1}, which may
possibly be infinite.

A standard U -module will be a graded U -module F = ⊕n≥0Fn such that
Fn = UnF0 for all n ≥ 0. The Rees module R(I;M) = ⊕n≥0I

nM of an ideal
I of A with respect to an A-module M is a standard R(I)-module and the
associated graded module G(I;M) = ⊕n≥0I

nM/In+1M of I with respect to
an A-module M is a standard G(I)-module.

Given F and G, two standard U -modules, and ϕ : G → F , a surjective
graded morphism of U -modules, E(ϕ) denotes the graded A-module E(ϕ) =
kerϕ/U+kerϕ = kerϕ0 ⊕ (⊕n≥1kerϕn/U1kerϕn−1) = ⊕n≥0E(ϕ)n. The next
remark is a simple but very useful property, which will be decisive in what
follows: if ϕ : G → F , ψ : H → G are two surjective graded morphisms of
graded U -modules, then there exists a graded exact sequence of A-modules

E(ψ) → E(ϕ ◦ ψ)
ψ→ E(ϕ) → 0. (1)

In particular, s(E(ϕ)) ≤ s(E(ϕ ◦ ψ)) ≤ max(s(E(ϕ)), s(E(ψ))) (see Lemma
2.3 in [25]).

For a standard U -module F and γ : S(U1)⊗ F0
α⊗1→ U ⊗ F0 → F , where

α : S(U1) → U is the canonical symmetric presentation of U and U⊗F0 → F
is the structural morphism, the module of effective n-relations of F is defined
to be E(F )n = E(γ)n = kerγn/U1kerγn−1 (where, for n = 0, E(F )n = 0).
Put E(F ) = ⊕n≥1E(F )n = ⊕n≥1E(γ)n = E(γ) = kerγ/S+(U1)kerγ. The
relation type of F is defined to be rt(F ) = s(E(F )), that is, rt(F ) is the



minimum integer r ≥ 1 such that the effective n-relations are zero for all
n ≥ r + 1. Using the exact sequence (1), it can be shown that the module
of effective n-relations and the relation type do not depend on the chosen
symmetric presentation ([25]).

For an ideal I of A and an A-module M , the module of effective n-
relations and the relation type of I with respect to M are defined to be
E(I;M)n = E(R(I;M))n and rt(I;M) = rt(R(I;M)) (see also [8], page
106, and [34], page 41). Analogously to what happens with the Castelnuovo
regularity ([22]), with the symmetric canonical presentations ([38]) and with
further work on a-invariants ([36]), the relation type of I with respect to M
coincides with the relation type of G(I;M) ([25]).

Now, given an ideal I of A and two A-modules N ⊂M , take the standard
S(I)-modules F = R(I;M/N), G = R(I;M) and H = S(I)⊗M . Consider
the surjective graded morphisms of S(I)-modules ϕ : G→ F defined by ϕn :
Gn = InM → InM/InM ∩N = InM +N/N = Fn and ψ : H → G induced
by the natural graded morphism α : S(I) → R(I). Since ψ is a symmetric
presentation of G = R(I;M), E(ψ) = E(I;M) and s(E(ψ)) = rt(I;M).
Since ϕ ◦ ψ is a symmetric presentation of F = R(I;M/N), E(ϕ ◦ ψ) =
E(I;M/N) and s(E(ϕ ◦ψ)) = rt(I;M/N). Finally, it is clear that E(ϕ)n =
InM ∩ N/I(In−1M ∩ N), which coincides with the module E(N,M ; {I})n
introduced in Section 1. In particular, s(E(ϕ)) = s(N,M ; {I}). Using the
exact sequence (1), we arrive at the desired exact sequence of A-modules
which links Artin-Rees theory with relation type (see [25]):

E(I;M)n → E(I;M/N)n → E(N,M ; {I})n → 0. (2)

Evaluating the “function” s on (2), we obtain the inequalities:

s(N,M ; {I}) ≤ rt(I;M/N) ≤ max(rt(I;M), s(N,M ; {I})). (3)

7 Uniform Relation Type

The purpose of this section is to prove the results of Section 5 using the in-
equalities (3). Let us begin with the results of Huneke and of Herzog, Simis
and Vasconcelos.

Proof of Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 5.2: If I is of linear type
modulo J (for instance, if it is generated by a d-sequence modulo J), then
rt(I+J/J) = 1. From the first inequality in (3), s(J,A; {I}) ≤ rt(I;A/J) =
1. In other words In ∩ J = In−1(I ∩ J) for all n ≥ 1. In particular,
In ∩ J ⊂ In−1J and, if J ⊂ I, In ∩ J = In−1J .



Remark that the hypothesis I being generated by a d-sequence modulo
J has been weakened to I being of linear type modulo J and that the hy-
pothesis I being of linear type is not needed. With respect to the result of
Wang, we have the following:

Proof of Proposition 5.4: If I is of linear type (for instance, if I is gen-
erated by a regular sequence), rt(I;A) = 1. If In ∩ J = In−s(Is ∩ J) for all
n ≥ s, then s(J,A; {I}) ≤ s. By the second inequality in (3), we obtain that
rt(I;A/J) ≤ max(rt(I;A), s(J,A; {I})) ≤ s. So rt(I + J/J) ≤ s.

Before giving a proof of the result of Lai, let us introduce the following
useful notation which is in some sense implicit in everything we have been
doing before.

Given a commutative ring A and an A-module M , the uniform relation
type of M with respect to a set of idealsW of A is defined to be urt(M ;W) =
sup{rt(I;M) | I ∈ W}. If W is the set of all ideals of A, then the phrase
“with respect toW” is deleted and we simply write urt(M). Taking suprema
in the key inequalities (3), one has

s(N,M ;W) ≤ urt(M/N ;W) ≤ max(urt(M ;W), s(N,M ;W)). (4)

In other words, one way to prove a strong uniform Artin-Rees property for
a pair (N,M) with respect to a set of ideals W consists in bounding above
the uniform relation type of the quotient M/N with respect to the same set
of ideals.

Now, we prove the result of Lai:

Proof of Theorem 5.3: Let V be the set of parameters ideals I of A such
that I + J/J is a parameter ideal of A/J and let W be the set of ideals I
of A such that I + J/J is a parameter ideal of A/J . Clearly V ⊂ W and
s(J,A;V) ≤ s(J,A;W). If I ∈ W, then, by prime avoidance, one can find an
idealK of A such thatK is generated by a system of parameters ofA andK+
J/J = I+J/J . In particular rt(I+J/J) = rt(K+J/J) and urt(A/J ;W) =
urt(A/J ;V). On the other hand, since A is a Buchsbaum local ring, wherein
parameters ideals are generated by d-sequences, urt(A;V) = 1. Using the
inequalities (4), we obtain:

s(J,A;V) ≤ s(J,A;W) ≤ urt(A/J ;W) = urt(A/J ;V) and
urt(A/J ;V) ≤ max(urt(A;V), s(J,A;V)) = s(J,A;V).

Thus s(J,A;W) = urt(A/J ;W), proving the equivalence between the strong
uniform Artin-Rees property for the pair (J,A) with respect to the set of pa-
rameter ideals modulo J and the relation type conjecture for the ring A/J .

From now on we will focus our attention on bounding the uniform relation
type.



8 Uniform Relation Type in dimension 1

Since the strong uniform Artin-Rees property cannot hold for the class of
all ideals, there will not be in general a uniform bound for the relation type
of all ideals of a ring. So the first question is to characterize which are the
rings A where urt(A) is finite. A particular case was solved by Costa in [5]
where he proved that for a commutative (non necessarily noetherian local)
domain A, urt(A) = 1 is equivalent to A being a Prüfer domain. And a
little more generally, commutative rings A with urt(A) = 1 are known to be
the rings of weak dimension one or less ([23]). In particular, for a notherian
local ring A, urt(A) = 1 if and only if A is a discrete valuation ring or a
field. But if the intention is to characterize just the finiteness of urt(A), then
the works of Cohen [4] and Sally [30], wherein noetherian local rings with a
uniform bound on the number of generators of all ideals are characterized as
the rings of Krull dimension at most one, might be a source of inspiration.
And indeed, the following result goes in the same direction.

Theorem 8.1 [25] Let A be an excellent ring. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(i) urt(M) <∞ for all finitely generated A-modules M .

(ii) urt(A) <∞.

(iii) There exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for every three-generated ideal
I of A, the relation type of I is bounded by s.

(iv) dim A ≤ 1.

In particular, and using the inequalities (4), we have the strong uniform
Artin-Rees property in codimension one.

Corollary 8.2 [25] Let A be an excellent ring and let N ⊆ M be two
finitely generated A-modules such that dim(M/N) ≤ 1. Then there exists an
integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all integers n ≥ s and for all ideals I of A,

InM ∩N = In−s(IsM ∩N) .

With respect to the proof of Theorem 8.1, it is clear that (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒
(iii). The proof of (iii) ⇒ (iv) takes into account that in a 2-dimensional (or
greater) noetherian local ring (A,m), there exist two m-independent elements
x, y ∈ A (see, for instance, [37]). With these two elements, one can consider
the family of ideals of A defined by Ir = (xr, yr, xr−1y) (remark that, modulo
J , it is the same family considered by Wang in Example 5.5). Then, it can
easily be checked that the module of effective r-relations of Ir is generated



by the class of the polynomial T r−1
1 T2 − T r3 and that the relation type of

Ir is exactly r. The proof of (iv) ⇒ (i) consists in reducing the problem
to a 1-dimensional maximal Cohen-Macaulay module. In this case, if I
is an m-primary ideal, then the relation type of I with respect to M is
bounded above by e(A), the multiplicity of A (see [25] for the details). For
instance, if A is a 1-dimensional noetherian local reduced ring, one proves
that urt(A) ≤ e(A) + 1. And if A is a domain, then urt(A) ≤ e(A) (see, for
instance, [25] and [31] for more examples).

9 Uniform Relation Type with respect to maximal
ideals

Having in mind the strong uniform Artin-Rees property with respect to some
sets of ideals, it was shown in [26] that the uniform relation type with respect
to the set of all maximal ideals of an excellent ring is finite (see also [33] for
another proof).

Theorem 9.1 [33], [26] Let A be an excellent ring and let M be a finitely
generated A-module. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all
maximal ideals m of A, the relation type of m with respect to M satisfies

rt(m;M) ≤ s.

In particular, and using again the inequalities (4), one can recover The-
orem 2.3 due to Duncan and O’Carroll.

Corollary 9.2 [6] Let A be an excellent ring and let N ⊆M be two finitely
generated A-modules. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all
integers n ≥ s and for all maximal ideals m of A,

mnM ∩N = mn−s(msM ∩N).

The proof of Theorem 9.1 has three main steps. The first is a character-
ization of when the natural surjective morphism between the tensor product
of two associated graded rings with the associated graded ring of the sum is
an isomorphism, in terms of normal transversality (see also [39], pages 130
and following). Concretely, if I and J are two ideals of a noetherian ring A,
it is shown that G(I)⊗G(J) ' G(I + J) if and only if Tori(A/Ip, A/Jq) = 0,
for all integers p, q ≥ 1 and for the integers i = 1, 2. In the second step, one
proves that the relation type of the tensor product of two standard modules
is bounded above by the maximun of the relation type of each one, that is,
rt(F ⊗G) ≤ max(rt(F ), rt(G)), being F and G two standard modules. Then
the third step is obtained from the first two. In fact one deduces that if



(A,m) is a noetherian local ring, if M is a finitely generated A-module and
if p is a prime ideal such that A/p is regular local and G(p) and G(p;M) are
free A/p-modules, then

rt(m,M) ≤ rt(p;M).

To finish the whole proof, one constructs, by using an argument involving
generic flatness (see Theorem 22.A [16]), a cover of the spectrum of the ring
A by finitely many locally closed sets where the hypotheses of the third step
are fulfilled.

10 Uniform Relation Type with respect to princi-
pal ideals

Another set of ideals in which there is a known bound for the uniform relation
type is the set of principal ideals of a noetherian ring.

Theorem 10.1 [25] Let A be an excellent ring and let M be a finitely gener-
ated A-module. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that, for all element
x ∈ A, the relation type of (x) with respect to M satisfies

rt((x);M) ≤ s.

And from inequalities (4), one can deduce Theorem 2.4 due to O’Carroll.

Corollary 10.2 [20] Let A be a noetherian ring and let N ⊆ M be two
finitely generated A-modules. Then there exists an integer s ≥ 1 such that,
for all integers n ≥ s and for all elements x of A,

xnM ∩N = xn−s(xsM ∩N).

The proof of Theorem 10.1 is essentially the same as the one given by
O’Carroll in his work ([20]). It consists in taking a minimal primary decom-
position of 0 in M , Q1∩ . . .∩Qr = 0, and then realizing that rt((x);M) ≤ s,
for an integer s ≥ 1 such that every Qi contains rM (Qi)sM .
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